Mrs. Degree: You Reap What You Sew
Prohibition Lives

For the rest of the United States Prohibition ended in 1933 with the repeal of the Twenty-first Amendment. The Constitution hasn’t caught up yet with Cal Poly.

On this campus we have the contemporary Untouchable. Cal Poly Pres. Robert R. Kennedy, who resists the evils of alcohol on behalf of his students every bit as much as Billon Ness did in Chicago.

Only Kennedy doesn’t need a machine gun to mow down his adversaries. The Board of Trustees of the California State University and Colleges have given the campus president the choice to decide individually if their own campuses will allow the sale or possession of alcohol on campus property. It’s not a very well kept secret that Kennedy doesn’t care for the idea of either activity happening at his school.

A story in Mustang Daily pointed out only two campuses in the system don’t allow the sale of alcohol on campus property, Chico State and Cal Poly SLO. The only university in the system that doesn’t allow possession and consumption of alcohol on campus is Cal Poly.

Associated Students, Inc. Pres. Mike Hurada points out a Cal Poly student can be put on disciplinary probation, be suspended or expelled for possession of alcohol. He wonders why Cal Poly is such a sacred cow.

Kennedy claims he does not want the university to be an advocate of the use of alcohol. It shouldn’t be a question of whether or not the university approves of alcohol or not. The more important question is whether or not a university president has the right to require an activity which is constitutionally guaranteed to adults over 21, to be done by his students over 21 if he doesn’t believe he does.

Dean of Students Everett Chandler was quoted in the Daily story claiming “we are sworn to uphold the laws of the state. Our attorneys tell us we could be personally liable if we knowingly broke the laws of the state.”

Nobody is suggesting Cal Poly knowing­ly go around breaking laws. If that were true then the ultimate perpetrators of the crime wave would be the Board of Trustees because it gave the go-ahead for the campus presidents to decide the issue of alcohol on their campuses.

State university regulations for the sale and possession of alcohol on the campuses by adults 21 and over should be the same throughout the system. Cal Poly students should not have to run the risk of being kicked out of school for exercising a right students at other state universities have.

The Mind Didn’t Match The Sale

"Copping Out"

"SAC Reps Copping Out"

At 9 a.m. to noon in Union Room 200, "SAC Reps Copping Out," a workshop is specifically aimed at informing students who would like to become involved in any facet of university, academic or student government about the different committees and positions that student title, Pres. Kennedy, ASI Pres. Mike Hurada, Academic Senate Chairperson Leslie Labhard and Basel Senate Chairperson Paul Tige will make presentations about the functions of various councils and committees throughout the campus.

This will be followed by discussions and trainings for anyone planning to attend the workshop will be asked to fill out a personal data sheet designating the areas in which he or she would like to become involved during next year. I think this workshop is a must for anyone planning to attend the workshop will be asked to fill out a personal data sheet designating the areas in which he or she would like to become involved during next year.

The workshop will be followed by discussions and trainings for anyone planning to attend the workshop will be asked to fill out a personal data sheet designating the areas in which he or she would like to become involved during next year. I think this workshop is a must for anyone planning to attend the workshop will be asked to fill out a personal data sheet designating the areas in which he or she would like to become involved during next year.

If we knowingly broke the laws of the state, we don’t believe he does.

The student and administrative concern over the problems of the handicapped students surprises me. My astonishment is not because of personal indifference but stems from a prevalent environment which lacked any consideration for the handicapped students. At Va Tech there are no GPAs to facilitate the use of a wheelchair. There are no organizations or programs to aid students unable to attend classes because of physical limitations.

Needless to say, the at­tend­ment of Archangels cannot be connected to enlightening the students of the dangers occurring to the handicapped.

I will miss Virginia’s is a hit but will give it another game. I can breathe again.

Pat Sweeney
MANUFACTURER'S BUY-OUT SALE!

STARTS TOMORROW AT 10:00 SHARP

Copeland's Clothes

HEAD SPORTSWEAR, INC. Columbia, Maryland, is discontinuing their Fashion Women's Sportswear line, in order to concentrate all their efforts on their Ski and Tennis wear. All items are constructed in the tradition of Head Ski Wear and Tennis Wear, which means QUALITY. The whole collection is COLOR COORDINATED, so mix and match in yellow, apricot, gold, Teal Blue, French Blue, brown, cream, Royal Blue, Camel and green.

Copeland's has Purchased THE ENTIRE REMAINING INVENTORY, A . . . . $29,000 RETAIL VALUE

SAVE UP TO 68% OFF

PANTS 5 STYLES, 7 COLORS
Factory pre-hairstyled price
Reg. 45.00-60.00 16.00

SKIRTS 5 STYLES, 7 COLORS
Factory pre-hairstyled price
Reg. 40.00-65.00 15.00

PULLOVER SWEATERS Vests, long sleaves phones
Factory pre-hairstyled price
Reg. 15.00-35.00 8.00

CARDIGANS 1 style
Factory pre-hairstyled price
Reg. 35.00 10.00

SHIRTS 5 STYLES, 1 COLORS
Factory pre-hairstyled price
Reg. $32.00 to $64.00 9.00

JACKETS 5 STYLES, 2 COLORS
Factory pre-hairstyled price
Reg. $40.00 to $85.00 24.00

* ALL CURRENT SPRING STYLES AND COLORS
* SIZES 6 - 16

Copeland's Clothes

Madonna Plaza

OPEN THURSDAY 'TIL 9:00
Sat. 10-9-00, Sun. 10-6-00

Quantities limited to stock on hand. All sales final.
It's said that a girl used to go to college to find a man she could love, honor, and obey all, marry. Today, any woman worth her pennies and will dedicate herself to this task. Still, at Cal Poly, with its unequal ratio of men to women, rumors still linger: Women in the Home Economics and Child Development Departments, it is said and said often, still chase that infamous "Mrs. Degree." Such rumors get strong details from spokesmen from both departments.

David England, head of the Child Development Department...

"A few years ago it might have been true of any major, but with today's professional standards it wouldn't be worth four years of college to find a man. There are more economical ways."

"People have a misconception about this major. It's no longer enough to just like little kids and want to be a 'glorified babysitter.' It's much more involved than people realize," he said.

Dr. Harry Busselen, head of the Home Economics Department—has been confronted with the rumor by other department heads. He says he just turns the joke around by telling them the man at Cal Poly isn't worth marrying.

"You can play the game both ways," he said. "No one wants to marry a man with dirt under his fingernails. Engineers are cold and distant. They don't make good husbands, and from what the girls tell me they don't make good boyfriends either."

"Architects majors are well-earned and rigid. They become professional critics. Like their designs, they are a little far out. That takes care of the two biggest chunks of men on this campus."

"Moving on to agriculture, the male aggies are noted for their distance and reserve. They are more interested in animals than in women." However, it is a fact that the Home Economics and Child Development departments have a higher percentage of marriages than other departments. The pattern nationally shows that Home Economics has the highest percentage of all other academic disciplines.

"This doesn't mean they don't also have a career," Busselen said. "80 per cent Home Economics majors maintain careers after marriage. Not necessarily full-time employment, but employment outside of the house."

"No per cent of the 100 students in child development departments have already married.

Busselen cited studies that show people-oriented individuals are more likely to marry than people with other interests.

"Women in other disciplines are less person-oriented than women going into Home Economics. People marry people who are interested in people. Home Ec. is a person oriented career, as opposed to a thing oriented subject like chemistry, engineering or business," Busselen said.

"Students majoring in Child Development or Home Economics are expected to take a variety of courses with an emphasis on sciences. Cal Poly has a reputation for having one of the finest and most demanding Home Ec. departments.

"Not everyone is willing to apply because of the rigidity of the program. We maintain our student population. When a few look-out rear, Students come before knowing they have to perform," Busselen said.

Some students in these departments don't take kind of have their chosen career belittled.

"I really get upset when they say I must be after my Mr. Degree," Kathy Davies said. "If you're really looking for a husband, you should be in architecture or engineering. Home Ec. isn't just wife work. There are career consulting or researchers in Home Ec. Sure there are women looking for a husband, but why should we be blamed for the minority. There is more to us that people think there is."

Greg Grime is one of the few men in Home Ec. He is majoring in dietetics.

"I'm not here to find a husband," Grimes said. He likes is the only Home Ec. major that isn't.

"I would say that 100 per cent of the women here are looking for a husband. All they seem to talk about is a partner, kids and marriage. One girl was saying she was going to design a bridal dress for her senior project. Another girl responded that she personally would be lucky if she found a man by the end of the quarter. Usually I'm the only male in my classes for my major. It's weird. Yet you feel like your male identity going through school with Ben Crocker's daugthers."

"You feel you lose your male identity, going through school with Betty Crocker's daughters."

The husband hunting joke is played among the majors themselves.

"People expect it, so we make jokes out of it. Mostly just for the fun of it. I don't want to be married because I'm a good homemaker. I want to be married for me," Cindy Amundson said. "The reason I went into Home Ec. Is because I'm not good policy to make a career in something you are interested in. I plan to back up my degree with some business or food management. It's a wide open career."

Dietetics majors never refer to themselves as Home Ec. majors.

"There is a big difference," Cindy Vite said. "If people knew what dietetics majors have to go through they would have more time because the two."

Christopher Ho, a male in dietetics, reasons being related to as a Home Ec. major.

"I got interested in nutrition when I was a biology major. I don't see nutrition as Home Ec. I think some of the classes in the curriculum don't apply. There is a class called Personal Home Management that is an insult to women. It teaches how to divide your time between cooking, washing, and keeping house for a husband. I don't understand how that is required. There are parts of the curriculum that are worthwhile, but there are parts that need to be replaced," he said.

In the Personal and Home Management classes the class are group considers values and repoliers dealing with dietetics, weddings, children, pets, family, medicine, energy management, life insurance, autos and housing.
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Stop by and see the new owner

506 Monterey • San Luis Obispo
Phone 484-8800

NATIONALLY KNOWN SPEED READING
TO BE TAUGHT IN S.L.O. & SANTA MARIA

S.L.O. (Legal). Golden State Reading Lab will offer a 4 week course in speed reading to a limited number of qualified people in the San Luis Obispo area.

This recently developed method of instruction is the most innovative and effective program available in the United States. Not only does this famous course reduce your time in the classroom to just one class per week for 4 short weeks, but it also includes an advanced speed reading course on cassette tape so that you can continue to improve for the rest of your life. It is estimated that the average student should be reading 4x times faster in a month. In a few months some students are reading 90-100 times faster than before. There are special speed reading techniques that are very important. The average graduate reads 7-10 times faster upon completion of the course with marked improvement in comprehension and concentration.

For those who would like additional information, a series of free, one hour, orientation lectures have been scheduled. At these free lectures the course will be explained in complete detail, including classroom procedures, instruction methods, class schedule and a special time only introductory tuition that is less than one-half the cost of similar courses. You must attend these lectures for information about the S.L.O. classes. These orientations are open to the public, above age 14, (person under 18 should be accompanied by a parent if possible.)

The cost of the course is $40 per hour to around $21, a drop she attributes to public lack of confidence in nuclear power plants.

PG&E spokesman Davis says, "There is not a lack of confidence in nuclear power plants. Every plant we've had nationally, in the state and in this area has shown people to be overwhelmingly in favor of nuclear power as an option.

Concerning the accident or liability limits mandate by law for the nuclear industry, Butterworth says, "They aren't apropos. What it amounts to is that the taxpayers are going to have to pick up the losses or the damages from the utilities."

Obviously, everybody who is wiped out in a nuclear accident is going to have to be rehoused in some way, whether it's by welfare, insurance or the government or utilities."

Butterworth said there is no rescue from radiation sickness that might result from an accident except to have total bone marrow replacements costing $50,000. The replacements must be donated by an identical twin.

"There is not a lack of confidence in nuclear power plants. Every plant we've had nationally, in the state and in this area has shown people to be overwhelmingly in favor of nuclear power as an option."

Butterworth said the type of accident described by Butterworth is "not a possible accident" because it would involve the simultaneous failure of all plant safety systems during a reactor core melt-down, and they think that this is impossible. The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was shut down in early February due to a possible design flaw in the containment.

The suspected flaw could have permitted radioactive material to escape the plant, causing a devastating nuclear accident.

"There is not a lack of confidence in nuclear power plants. Every plant we've had nationally, in the state and in this area has shown people to be overwhelmingly in favor of nuclear power as an option."

The type of accident described by Butterworth is "not a possible accident" because it would involve the simultaneous failure of all plant safety systems during a reactor core melt-down, and they think that this is impossible. The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was shut down in early February due to a possible design flaw in the containment.

The suspected flaw could have permitted radioactive material to escape the plant, causing a devastating nuclear accident.
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Butterworth said the type of accident described by Butterworth is "not a possible accident" because it would involve the simultaneous failure of all plant safety systems during a reactor core melt-down, and they think that this is impossible. The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was shut down in early February due to a possible design flaw in the containment.
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Butterworth said the type of accident described by Butterworth is "not a possible accident" because it would involve the simultaneous failure of all plant safety systems during a reactor core melt-down, and they think that this is impossible. The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was shut down in early February due to a possible design flaw in the containment.
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"There is not a lack of confidence in nuclear power plants. Every plant we've had nationally, in the state and in this area has shown people to be overwhelmingly in favor of nuclear power as an option."

Butterworth said the type of accident described by Butterworth is "not a possible accident" because it would involve the simultaneous failure of all plant safety systems during a reactor core melt-down, and they think that this is impossible. The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was shut down in early February due to a possible design flaw in the containment.

The suspected flaw could have permitted radioactive material to escape the plant, causing a devastating nuclear accident.

"There is not a lack of confidence in nuclear power plants. Every plant we've had nationally, in the state and in this area has shown people to be overwhelmingly in favor of nuclear power as an option."

Butterworth said the type of accident described by Butterworth is "not a possible accident" because it would involve the simultaneous failure of all plant safety systems during a reactor core melt-down, and they think that this is impossible. The Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant was shut down in early February due to a possible design flaw in the containment.

The suspected flaw could have permitted radioactive material to escape the plant, causing a devastating nuclear accident.
SAC Reviews Lodging

Review of meal and lodging guidelines for Cal Poly travelling competitive teams will begin at tonight's Student Affairs Council meeting in Rm. 220 of the University Union.

"I don't know if the guidelines are even written anywhere," says ASI Vice-President Phil Bishop. "We have just had an accepted policy for years. That policy allows $4 for food and $4.50 for a room, per person, per day. Groups ranging from the Cal Poly Speech and Debate Team to the football team receive money for travelling expenses while they are on the road.

According to SAC representative Dave Martin, some athletic teams receive a higher amount of money. One proposal is to raise the amount of money for travel and make everyone stick to it, with no one team receiving more than another.

Other topics for tonight's discussion include alcohol on campus and review of the ASI by-laws.

Surplus Vehicle Sale

The General Services Administration announced that 92 used vehicles are being offered for sale to the public by spot bid on March 13 at 9:30 a.m. at the Santa Maria Intergency Motor Pool, Bldg. 475, Vandenberg AFB.

The sale includes six and eight cylinder sedans, station wagons, pickups, 4-wheel drives and special equipment. The vehicles may be inspected between 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on the Motor Pool.

Information and copies of the sale catalog are available at the site. The phone number to contact for further information is (805) 865-5161 or 865-5175.

Surf Slide Show

A combination surf and slide and super 8 movie show will be presented at the Veterans Memorial Building tonight at 8 p.m.

The slides and films will have hot local footage of the Central Coast as well as Southern California surf spots and exclusive Mexican and Caribbean surf spots. All the slides and films were shot by local San Luis Obispo surfers.

The cost of the show including a dynamic intermission entertainment is $1.

Photography Contest

County residents professional and amateur photographers are eligible for over $1,000 worth of prizes in the San Luis Obispo Photography Contest and Show.

All photos must be 8x10 or larger and mounted on 16x20 matt board. Original negatives or transparencies must also be submitted and will be held for a period of six months.

Entry blanks are available on posters distributed through town and the S.L.O. Chamber of Commerce. Entry deadline is 5 p.m. April 30.

Survival Workshops

Three survival workshops will be held on April 10, May 1 and May 8. The all day Saturday seminars will study edible plants, hunting tools, mountainhiking first aid and navigation.

Sign-ups are being taken in the Student Counseling office in the Union Plaza.

Great Quality, Great Comfort, Great Price!

See our large selection of new machine-washable knit sport shirts.

For no-work luxury, remember

$10-$14

JUST

Great Quality, Great Comfort, Great Price!

The fine quality you expect from Madonna Inn Men's Shop.

Madonna Inn Men's Shop

Shop from 9 am to 11 pm daily

BankAmericard Accepted

Nursing Forum

In July of this year a new regulation will go into effect making it mandatory for registered nurses to obtain continuing education in order to maintain their licenses. This situation has raised many questions and concerns among nurses who are finding it necessary to further their education and maintain those qualifications which are essential in providing the necessary care.

A forum sponsored by the California Nurses Association, will give area nurses an opportunity to learn about the requirements and how they can go about meeting them.

Positions of the meeting will also deal with the nurses involved in providing the needed educational programs. It will be of interest to area hospitals and colleges.

The forum will be held Wednesday, March 31 from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. at French Hospital in San Luis Obispo. The meeting is free to C.N.A. members and there will be a charge to non-members. Further information can be obtained by calling 544-8047 evenings.

Vegetarian Meeting

Vegetarians or people who would like to know more about vegetarianism are welcome to the first meeting of the San Luis Obispo Vegetarian Society on Sunday March 21. Speaker, Scott Smith, assistant editor of the Vegetarian World newspaper in Los Angeles will be speaking on the topic "Everything you Wanted To Know About Vegetarianism, But Were Afraid to Ask."

Smith has vast experience in diet and nutrition as organizer of the popular food show in Los Angeles, as public relations director for the Hippocrates Health Institute, and as researcher and writer for Dr. Alcala's book, "The Vegetarian Revolution.

The meeting will be at 4 p.m. at Meadow Park on South St. in San Luis.
Dan Marple: Climbing The Professional Ladder

by DENNIS HALLADAY
Daily Staff Writer

Professional sports enable the one-in-a-hundred athlete to realize dreams of fame and fortune, but for the other 99, the experience can become a nightmare of unfulfilled dreams, instruction, and failure.

In 1975, after three seasons with Cal Poly baseball team, outfielder Dan Marple began to pursue his dream, and signed a contract with the Baltimore Orioles to play single-A minor league ball.

A year later and a year more experienced, Marple left San Luis Obispo Saturday for Charlotte, North Carolina, where he moves up an important notch to double-A competition.

"People in the sport say that double-A is the crossroad of baseball," he says. "You not only see the players moving up the ranks, but you also meet the players on their way down from the top."

Marple does not intend to get caught in the shuffle. A genuinely friendly and genuinely natured 29-year-old journalism major, Marple was originally drafted out of Hueneme High School by Baltimore in the 16th round in 1971.

Instead of taking the route so many star-struck 18-year-old Cal Poly chose instead to take the "full ride", scholarship Cal Poly was offering.

"I was stunned more or less the right way to put it," he says of his reaction to the phone call from an Oriole area, that informed him he had been drafted.

"But I thought it over," he recalls. "I had the scholarship to Poly, and I knew I was never going to make it as a catcher in college or as a professional. I was a catcher in high school, believe it or not."

So I decided to go to college and get three or four years under my belt in school, work on my outfielding, and hope to get drafted in my junior or senior year," he explains.

Marple's first season at Cal Poly began full of promise; he was starting in right field as a freshman and was batting over .300. A shoulder separation in the third league game, though, put him out of action for the rest of the season.

Coming back as a sophomore, Marple switched to center field and had "one of the finest baseball years I've ever had, and probably will ever hope to have." He hit .310 in the conference and was named its Most Valuable Player.

His junior season was hampered by a sore hamstring muscle that he pulled in an intramural track meet as a sophomore. Marple says that it was an adequate college season, but not as far as what pro scouts wanted to see.

He decided shortly after the season ended to sign with Baltimore, and forget his junior year of eligibility at Cal Poly.

"I felt that with my poor junior year, I had better sign, because I might not be drafted as a senior," he says. "I didn't go as high as I wanted to out of college, the 16th round, but I was really fortunate to be drafted at all."

He was assigned by the Orioles to Lodii in the single-A California State League, where he hit over .300 before a finger injury sidelined him for a month and caused his average to drop to .318 at season's end.

"I'm optimistic about my chance of playing pro ball, you have to," he says. "But on the other hand, that's why I'm going to school. I realize that the odds of a ball player signing, proceeding up the ladder, and making it finally to the big leagues are few and far between."

"I think that I have a good chance," Marple continues, "mainly because the bigger ballpark, my spray hitting and my speed go hand in hand. Also, expansion is coming up next year."

"Expansion to a minor league is a dream come true," he says. "because it opens up so many jobs and spurs up the process of going up the ladder."

"My idea right now is that if I play three or four more good years, I will be able to sit down and evaluate my chances as a professional."

"With expansion next year, I have to be playing high caliber double-A ball this season. If I do that, I can expect to play triple-A ball in 1977."

"That will give me another two years or so to make the league. If I don't make it then, I will go out. I won't die in the minors," he promissed.

"To be honest though, if I can't run I'm not going to be successful in pro baseball. I don't hit with power and I don't throw that well. You've got to be able to do one of the three well, and I don't run pretty well."

"But even if baseball were to end tomorrow for me," he concludes, "I would have no regrets, because baseball has given me an education and a chance to travel around the country. It's been more than fair to me.

"Even if they were dumb enough to release me," he burst out through his laughter, "I'd have no regrets."
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San Luis Athletic Supply
1975 Garden Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

"Price and Marine"
MARCH SPECIALS

WARM-UPS $14
acrylic or nylon

HOODED SWEAT
SHIRTS $5

WOLYBALLS $13
Milccsa leather balls

SAN LUIS BASSO
CARBOON SPECIALS
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GET READY FOR TENNIS SALE

FAMOUS MAKER DOUBLEKNIT TENNIS SHORTS
3 Styles, pastel colors and white. 100% polyester doubleknit, adjustable waistband. Regular $20.

NOW 985

OPEN SATURDAY 9:30 - 6:00 TO SERVE YOU

COPELAND'S CARRIES ALL THE NAMES IN TENNIS SUPPLIES By purchasing in huge quantity, we are able to offer you these amazing prices.

Practice Tennis Balls

WILSON WARM-UPS

Finest Wilson quality, 100% stretch nylon warm-ups are built for function. Full size pockets straight leg pants with zippered cuffs make this suit perfect for tennis, jogging, exercise and training. Navy & White

Exclusive!

WILSON SOVEREIGN


Reg. 6.85 Frame Only

For the First Time In Santa Barbara We Are Carrying The New Prince Racket Designed By Howard Head. This specially designed tennis racket has a 50% larger hitting area yet weighs no more and is no more wind resistant than ordinary rackets.

6500 FRAME ONLY

Try our demonstrators!